
 

 

 

 

 

November Meeting 
 

The November meeting was the annual “Bowling for Board Members” gathering a Flaherty’s Arden Hills 

Bowl.  As usual, I forgot to take pictures, and this time no one posted any either.  I went to Flaherty’s web site, 

but I couldn’t copy photos off it.  So you will have to remember what it was like.   

 

After the bowlers showed a wide range of skill levels, from pretty good to less good, we moved into the dining 

room for dinner.  At meeting time, we squeezed into a corner where it was a little quieter, and elected a new 

slate of Board Members for 2019.  Some existing members were generous enough to re-up for another year, 

and some new members were added to the board.  Thank you to all of you! 
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Trivia 

Remember hidden pictures?  Here are a couple to distract you over the holiday rush: 

 



 
 



TOOLS! 
 

zoom  

Three Pawl Machine Filtering Spanner------
AUTO TOOLS,CAR TOOLS 
HS-E1084 Three Pawl Machine Filtering Spanner 

Use with 1/2'' square drive tool. 

 

Removes all oil filters from 2-1/2''to 4'' in diameter. 

 

 

Vader Combo 
The only thing worse than wearing a face shield is not wearing one and 

getting hit by a chunk of debris or splashed with something toxic or nasty. 

Brass Knuckle’s Vader Combo is a pair of goggles attached to a face 

shield. Smaller and lighter than traditional face shields, its close fit makes it 

hard for debris to come in from the sides or bottom. The goggles are vented 

and have an anti-fog coating to prevent condensation from obscuring your 

view.  The Vader Combo has been out for a few months and sells for $13-

14. A version with smoked lenses, for use in bright sunlight, will come out 

early next year. 

 

Rapidrill 
The Rapidrill is an accessory that allows a corded or cordless drill 

to be used in place of a magnetic drill. It’s an adjustable frame 

that resembles a large f-clamp. The drill of your choice can be 

attached to one end while the other is used to back the beam, 

pipe, or angle being drilled. A lever and gears provide pressure 

while drilling—pushing the bit into the work with far less effort 

than drilling by hand. If you’ve ever drilled metal overhead or 

made multiple holes in thick metal with a hand-held drill you’ll 

know why this is a cool product. 

There are two versions of the device. The $1,200 industrial model 

(Rapidrill Pro) is not any cheaper than a cordless mag drill, 

though I am told by the manufacturer it will fit places a mag drill 

will not, and work on material that won’t hold a heavy machine. 

The commercial model (Rapidrill Slim) is smaller and less 

capable than the industrial version, but at $399, a far more 

affordable option. 

  

http://is2.ecplaza.com/ecplaza2/products/8/8d/8d2/771049280/three-pawl-machine.jpg
http://www.brassknuckleprotection.com/eye-protection/goggles/BKGOG-2020N
http://www.rapidrill.com/product/rapidrill-original/
http://www.rapidrill.com/product/rapidrill-slim/


The Speed Master Utility Cart is sure to make your detailing job or 

hobby a much more enjoyable experience. You’ll be able to quick 

and effectively work your way around the car without having to 

worry about constantly running back and forth to grab differently 

products and tools. The Speed Master Utility Cart has locks on the 

wheels to ensure that your detailing supplies don’t go rolling off 

down the street. Because the Speed Master Utility Cart has three 

separate tiers, you will have more than enough space fit every 

product and tool you will need for your detailing job. The durable 

construction of the Speed Master Utility Cart will ensure means 

that this cart may even outlive your car! 

Our Price: $175.00  Item ID: DSM-HDCART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the way your grandparents remembered this essential tool 

of summer. No awful flimsy plastic handle. Wire frame, wood 

handle, strong mesh with sewn edges. Looks like it will last, and it 

will. Plus it looks really neat. 

 

Real Old Fashioned Fly Swatter,    $7.95  

  



Note from the editor:  

 

Thank You! 

I am glad I had the opportunity to edit this newsletter for the past two years.  I have enjoyed the challenge of 

finding things to write about.  I especially appreciate the kind comments I have received.  I am certain Andrew 

will do an excellent job, and that you all will be as helpful and supportive to him as you have to me. 

Larry 

 

THE HOLIDAY PARTY WILL BE HELD 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 8TH, AT 

MAD JACK’S IN VADNAIS HEIGHTS. 

Watch the forum for more 

information. 

It’s my final issue.  I get to put in a picture of my car. 

Next meeting:  The December Meeting will be the Holiday Party at Mad 
Jack’s in Vadnais Heights.     See the forum for more information 


